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THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRUCTION NETWORK

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRUCTION

These specifications represent a minimal outline of the
specifications that might apply to a particular project.
Items are listed in point form for use as a check list.

Location: Urban, Low Density

Locate away from and/or upwind from
- major traffic arteries
- industry
- high tension lines
- airports
- air traffic

microwave (communications) towers
- railroads
- swamps
- parking lots
- school yards
- weedy vacant lots
- construction activity

Locate near
- schools

public transit
hospital/clinic/doctor

:... church
organic grocery
parkland
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DESIGN : SOCIO.LOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
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Hypersensitive individuals may experience many psychological symptoms.
They can be : Annoyed by others

Annoying to others
Therefore it is desireable to limit shared space and systems. Cross
contamination is very difficult to avoid with shared facilities.
Ideally tennants would have their own entrance, bathroom, kitchen,
laundry, storage, and yardspace/veranda/deck.

Physical co-ordination may be affected therefore ergonomic considerations
are important.

- limit steps and floor levels
- avoid sharp corners, complicated fixtures.
- limit hot water temperatures
- install timers on appliances to prevent accidents
- use breaker pannels

To limit depression and phobia it is desireable to have large windows
exposed to good sunlight and access to a deck or patio from each suite.
Elevators may not be acceptable to some people.

DESIGN : GENERAL

- it is desireable to have a vestibule entry to allow for a
change of clothing/footwear before entering the clean space.

- limit the number of stairs.
- separate apartments, entrances etc.
- avoid potential cross contamination between rooms, floors,

apartments, interior/exterior, neighbors, street etc.
- each tennant requires space and an electrical outlet for

a freezer to store special foods in. It would be ideal to have
a power off alarm to prevent loss of this essential food.

Note: Hypersensitive people may be partially disabled at any point in
time therefore fire alarms, smoke detectors, fire escapes, exits,
fixtures etc. should be designed as if the dwelling were for the
conventionally disabled.
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SITE CONSIDERATIONS
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Eliminate The Site:
- if the foundation was treated for termites
- if it is insulated with urea formaldehyde, isocyanurate or

cellulose.
- if it was treated with fungicides, mothballs, pesticides,etc.
- if the previous tennants had pets or smoked.
- if insulation, wallboard, subfloors etc. have been water/

moisture damaged ( evidence of mould, fungus, etc.) including
flood prone or damp basements, particularly where sewers
periodically back up.

- if the building was built with particleboard sheathing,
subfloors etc.

- if Oil/gas/wood appliances have contaminated walls/floors/
furnishings.

- if Vinyl siding is used
- if the basement is finished
- if the neighbors are significant chemical users
- if there is asbestos wallboard, pipe or duct insulation etc.
- if the basement is pressure treated lumber
- if the basement is brick or rubble, or if the floor is dirt.
- if lead paints, pipes, ( solder) is present

if p.v.c. pipes are used
if Vinyl door,window,eves trough, or flooring is used.

- if radon is a problem

The Site Should:
- be dry, no groundwater problems, seasonal flooding.
- sloped to prevent standing water.
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SITE CONSIDERATIONS:

DESIREABLE

Paving
- cement
- paving stone (interlocking)

Parking
- outside
- detached garage
- away from windows

Landscaping
- open, natural sunlight

NOTE:

29/9/88

UNDESIREABLE

- ashphalt
crushed terra cotta/brick

- attached garage
- basement parking
- near windows

- flowering (pollenating) trees,
shrubs,plants.

- climbing vines,trees, shrubs,
hugging the walls.

- pressure treated (green) or
creosoted timber

- many considerations also apply to neighboring buildings. For
instance a flat roof beside windows or air intakes is eouivalent
to having a flat roof on the building itself. '
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
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- install a built in vacuum with an exterior power unit downwind of
the building ( metal pipe is prefered)
install· a mechanical trap in the basement floor drain (radon/sewage)

- seal (weatherstrip) the basement door
- ventilate the basement to the exterior if necessary
- seal block/concrete walls with Sta-Dri/Thoro or comparable cementitious

coating.
- install or certfy that there is lSQ.FT. of rated vent for every

250 SQ.FT. of ceiling area. (60% soffit to 40% roof vent ratio)
Do not use power vents, turbines etc.

- remove flourescent fixtures if they are older than 1972 or have tar
visible on the ballasts.

- vacuum forced air heating ducts. Wash with T.S.P. and rinse if
possible.

- install a dryer vent so that it exhausts away from the house (preferably
downwind) with no possibility of contamination of the intake air.

AIRS EALING

It is preferable to seal all joints and penetrations in order to prevent
contaminants from entering the controlled environment.
- if the dwelling is sealed then controlled (filtered) ventilation must

be installed.
ex. - powered eXhausts/fresh air intakes, or a heat recovery
ventilator (air to air heat exchanger)

- in new construction the air tight drywall method achieves the objective
of sealing in contaminants and of reducing the contaminant load,
( no polyethylene vapour retarder, acoustical (tar) sealant)

- high grade polyethylene or aluminum (not tar backed) vapour retarders
and aluminum tape may be substituted for conventional materials in
normal construction.
CAUTION: - an aluminum vapour retarder alters the electro magnetic

characteristics of the building, and can agravate electron
sensitivity.

- use an acceptable silicone sealant such as Silicone 11 from GE,
aluminum tape and polyurethane foam if necessary,sealed with silicone
or aluminum tape.
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

ACCEPTABLE

INSULATION
- fiberglass
- rockwool
- monoglass

WINDOWS
- large, openable
- thermal
- aluminum
- steel

DOORS ENTRY
- wood (solid)

CAUTION

- vermiculite
- sawdust
- styrofoam (SM type)

- wood
- acrylic

- steel(foam core)

:>9/9/88

AVOID

- urea formaldehyde
- cellulose
- styrofoam bead
- isocyanurate etc.

- vinyl
- fiberglass
- styrene

- fiberglass

DOORS-PARTITION
- wood ( solid) - wood (hollow core) - wood (solidcore)

- hardboard (hollow core)- particle board
- plastic (FRP)

ROOF
- sloped
- steel
- slate
- cement tiles

- ashphalt shingles
- steel (vinyl clad)
- shakes (dry)

- flat (tar etc.)
- fungus, wet

shingles etc.
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

ACCEPTABLE Caution AVOID

- flat roof
- shed roof

- cathedral ceiling
(if poorly vented)

VJ<.'NTS-ATTIC
1 - roof & soffit

- 2 - gable & soffit
3 - ridge & sofit

Note: soffit/roof vents should not be near windows/air intakes.

BATHROOM
- each bathroom should be power vented to the exterior if a heat
recovery ventilator is not used
- the unit should be metal with metal ducting
- the exhaust port should be located so as not to allow cross contam-

ination back into the house or of outside living space.

KITCHEN
each kitchen should be power vented to the exterior ( in addition to
a heat recovery ventilator exhaust )

- the unit should be metal with metal ducting
- avoid cross contamination
- the cooking area should have an oversized range hood exhaust
- all units should be oversized, low noise rated, and have positive

self closing dampers.
Note: there are three vents discussed,

I - a simple power vent if no range hood is used
2 - a powered range hood if a range hood is used

- 3 - a heat recovery ventilator ( in addition to the above)

ADDITIONAL VENTS
- it may be necessary to vent individual appliances such as a

television etc.
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

ACCEPTABLE

SIDING
- steel
- aluminum (not foam

backed)
- brick
- stone
- 5'1'4 ( 0 .

FACIA/TRIM
- steel
- aluminum

ELECTRICAL
- incandescent lights
- 12 v reading lamps

CAUTION

- wood (painted)

- wood

- full spectrum
flourescent

29/9/88

AVOID

- vinyl
- asbestos
- ashphalt shingles
- insulbrick
- barnboard

-vinyl

- flourescent lights

Note: - use steel, ceramic fixtures, cover plates etc.
- use shielded (BX or Conduit) cable if possible
- seal all electrical outlets with acceptable silicone
- electrical boxes must be air sealed with aluminum tape and

silicone before drywall is installed.

lead
- PVC, crvc etc.
- plastic fixtures

and fittings

PLUlf,BING
- copper pipe
- galvanized pipe
- steel/aluminum/iron/ceramic

(tub/shower/fixtures)
- aluminum/cast iron stacks/drains
Note: use 95/5 solder or mechanical fittings, avoid chemicals

ie. teflon, flux, etc.
avoid vinyl, PVC,CPVC, butyl,teflon etc. parts in equipment
as pipes ,pumps , hot water tanks etc.

- steel lined, fiberglass insulated, high R value hot water tank,
set for low temperature.

- pipe insulation - fiberglass wrapped in aluminum foil
- use sound isolators, insulation, and air hammer traps.

such
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

ACCEPTABLE

PLOORS
- ceramic tile
- hardwood
- slate/stone

WALLS
- plaster
- gypsum board

CAUTION

- softwood

- new gypsum

29/9/88

AVOID

carpet/broadloom
- vinyl, sheet/tile

- panneling (artificial)
- wallpaper
- fabric

Note: materials can be removed and walls washed With T.S.P. if the
original wall is acceptable
- new plaster requires a curing period before painting/occupancy
- use C.G.C. powdered joint compound (premix contains fungicide)
- use paper tape
-sound insulate partition walls between units with fiberglass

and/or double drywall.

BASEMENT/CRAWLSPACE
- dry
- block
- poured

KITCHEN/BATH,CABINETS
- solid wood
- steel
- laminate 4 sides

(not in sunlight)

COUNTERTOJ'S
- laminate 4 sides
- marble

- plywood (painted)

- cultured marble
(not in sunlight)

- damp
- clay brick
- rubble (stone)

- particleboard

particleboard
wood
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

ACCEPTABLE

HEATING
electric hydronic

- electric baseboard
hydronic

CAUTION

electric forced air
- electric baseboard

29/9/88

AVOID

oil
- gas
- propane
- wood

Note:
a forced air system may be acceptable if cross contamination is not
critical. ex. a single family dwelling, moderate sensitivity.

- it is desireable that the system can be cleaned (vacuumed/washed)
and has not been contaminated (leaky oil/gas etc.) before
conversion to electric.
it is preferable to have a self contained furnace room
equipment selection should avoid plastic/rubber parts/components.
in a multi unit structure a central hydronic or electric,hydronic
baseboard system is best.
it is desiresble that the heat exchanger not be galvanized to avoid
oxidizing (zinc) fumes into the air stream
if the furnace uses oil or gas a fresh air intake must be installed
if the furnace is electric forced air a filtered fresh air intake
should be installed to supply fresh air if a heat recovery
ventilator is not used
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AIR FILTRATION
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OPTION A: apartment or room with self contained filtration

this is prefered in order to limit the possibility of cross
contamination, each tennant may tolerate different filter media
if a unit is filtered separately it must be air conditioned separately
and can not be connected to a central forced air system.

MINIMUM S}'ECIFICATIONS
- a room or apartment filter unit with space for any combination of:

1" H.E.P.A. filter (minimum FARR 30/30 cotton or equivalent)
1" activated carbon (probably peat pellet)
1" Purafil chemisorbent media, or equivalent

- provision for filtered fresh air intake may be neccessary with
the same filter specifications.

OPTION B: whole house filtration

- if the house has a forced air system and all serviced areas are
controlled ( no polutants allowed)
Note: this option will not prevent cross contamination

- then the minimum specifications are as above (option A)
Note: the furnace fan must be capable of moving air through all

filters adequately all year.
- filters must be upsteam from the heating elements
- anyone tennant may react to a filter media thus eliminating it

for all
- intollerance can develop after use, and changing tennants can

can change specifications.
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

29/9/88

- all equipment and materials must be approved and all work must be
supervised and inspected before covered in.

- all trades must be briefed
- if anything can be washed it should be washed with T.S.P. or other

acceptable cleaner and rinsed'. ex. ducts, equi pment, fixtures etc.
- building materials must be ordered without additives

ex. - concrete, grout, tile cement
- wood - no fungicide ( dimensional lumber is now treated)

- low/no formaldehyde,phenol,etc.
- equipment should be ordered without acoustical/vibration

accessories unless approved.
ex. - ductliner

- foam
- all ducting should be galvanized steel or (minimal) aluminum,

insulated where condensation can occur (fiberglass with aluminum
jacket) and sealed with aluminum tape at all joints.

APPLIANCES

- specify energy efficient models to reduce run times.
- microwave ovens or countertop convection ovens are preferable to

conventional ovens ( smaller, cleaner, cooler, shorter run times)
the stove should be a hard top/solid elements.

- water filter (dechlorinator) people may not tolerate municipal
water for showers, washing or drinking and cooking.
- install a whole house system or
- install a drinking water only system

- electric dryer
- automatic shutoff kettle
- top loading washing machine
- regular (not frost free) refridgerator
- all a;1pliances should have automatic shutoffs to prevent overheating

automatic shutoff iron
- a frezer for each tennant with a power off alarm


